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your learning buddy

It's  our last 
unit today!

It's me, Bibi.



UNIT 6
Risks and Experiences



Identify vocabulary related to the natural
world

Use perfect tense with ever and never
accurately

Form Second Conditional sentences

OBJECTIVES:
Learning



CHALLENGE
VOCABULARY 



Have you ever seen any 
of these places in real life?



Have you ever seen any 
of these places in real life?



the most 
beautiful



SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



For you, which is the most beautiful?



Example :



For me, the waterfall is the most beautiful. It is
truly amazing to see the water falling and
splashing to the ground coming from a high
place like a mountain or cliff.

For you, which is the most beautiful?



NOW, 
IT'S YOUR 

TURN.



For you, which is the most beautiful?





try
Let's !

this.



CHOICES:

waves

cliff
peak
rocks
sunset
waterfall



NOW, 
IT'S YOUR 

TURN.



READ EACH WORD ALOUD:

waves

cliff
peak
rocks
sunset
waterfall





SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



your answer
to each number

Say
aloud.



Can you name these
PLACES? 





#1 _________

sunset   waterfall  waves
cliff     peak     rocks

C
H
O
I
C
E
S



#2 _________

sunset   waterfall  waves
cliff     peak     rocks

C
H
O
I
C
E
S



#3 _________

sunset   waterfall  waves
cliff     peak     rocks

C
H
O
I
C
E
S



#4 _________

sunset   waterfall  waves
cliff     peak     rocks

C
H
O
I
C
E
S



#5 _________

sunset   waterfall  waves
cliff     peak     rocks

C
H
O
I
C
E
S



#6 _________

sunset   waterfall  waves
cliff     peak     rocks

C
H
O
I
C
E
S



Did you get
them all

correctly?





the NATURAL WORLD

Let's  learn more
words about 



LISTENING
TASK



&Listen 
Answer



Lesson 
Companion

Click the



answers.
Write down your







mountains
rainforest
coast

river
stream
rocks

branch
roots
wildlife





mountains
rainforest
coast

cliff
ocean
waves

shore
lightning

thunderstorm





mountains
rainforest
coast

cave
peak
valley

waterfall
lake

sunrise/sunset



CHECK YOUR
WORK.



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





QUESTION.
QUESTION.

Hey!



Answer:

Have you ever
entered a

rainforest?



Yes. I have already
entered a rainforest .

Sample answer:

No. I have never
entered a rainforest.

 - - - or - - -



NOW, 
IT'S YOUR 

TURN.



SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



Answer:

Have you ever
entered a

rainforest?



Yes. I have already
_________________________ .

SAY YOUR ANSWER:

No. I have never
______________________ .

 - - - or - - -





Have you ever
swum in a river?

Answer:



Yes. I have  
_________________ before.

SAY YOUR ANSWER:

No. I have never
______________________ .

 - - - or - - -





Have you ever
walked along the

coast?

Answer:



Yes. I have
_________________ before.

SAY YOUR ANSWER:

No. I have never
______________________ .

 - - - or - - -





Answer:

Have you ever
played with the

waves?



Yes. I have
_________________ before.

SAY YOUR ANSWER:

No. I have never
______________________ .

 - - - or - - -





Have you ever
visited a cave?

Answer:



Yes. I have already
_________________________ .

SAY YOUR ANSWER:

No. I have never
______________________ .

 - - - or - - -



Have you ever
climbed to the peak

of a mountain?

Answer:



Yes. I have
_________________ before.

SAY YOUR ANSWER:

No. I have never
______________________ .

 - - - or - - -





What  do you call the
verb tense of the

following questions?

Have you ever been to a rainforest?
Have you ever played with the waves?

Have you ever visited a cave?
Have you ever climbed to the peak of a

mountain?



F 
UNSCRAMBLE: T

R EPE C



PERFECT

ANSWER:



PRESENT 
PERFECT 

TENSE



PRESENT PERFECT TENSE

Pattern:

has/ have + 
past participle form

of the verb



Let's try
the next

activity.



PRACTICE:
Look for the verbs in the

PRESENT
PERFECT 

TENSE



SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



loud

Say

clear.

your answers



Look for the verbs in the
PRESENT PERFECT TENSE:

Have you ever been to a rainforest?
She has played with the waves.
They have visited a cave.
It has moved by itself.
I have climbed to the peak of a mountain.





GO TO

PART 2



PART 2



Remember :



We often use  the
word EVER with

questions.

We use NEVER to
emphasize a

negative statement
about our lifetime.

Have you ever flown in a
helicopter?

I've never been to 
          New York.



Let's try
the next

activity.



Lesson 
Companion

Click the

(and complete this task)



ACTIVITY
PRESENT PERFECT

TENSE



DO IT
Let's !



1.  I _______________ in the snow. (never/ drive)
2.  _____ you __________ a poem? (ever/ write)
3. She _______________ a speech before. (never/ give)
4. _____ he __________ to her? (ever/ speak)
5. I ____________________ my parents' birthday. (never/ forget)
6.  We _______________ at that cafe. (never/ eat)
7.  _____ you __________  your dessert yet? (choose)
8. _____ she __________ her driving test? (take)

Change the words in the parentheses into the correct PRESENT
PERFECT TENSE by using has/have correctly and changing the
main verbs into past participle form 



Let's check your
work.



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





LISTENING
TASK



Lesson 
Companion

CLICK THE

(and complete the task)



answers.
Write down your



ACTIVITY
Listen to the conversation and

box the best option to complete
each statement correctly

CLICK ON THE LESSON COMPANION.







1. If I were in the mountains and saw
a bear outside its cave, ___
a. I'd run away as fast as possible. 
b. I'd climb the nearest tree. 
c. I'd take a photo. What an
opportunity!

2. If I were on a hike in the rainforest
and ran out of food, ___
a. I'd eat a small animal, like a
tarantula. 
b. I'd find some plants and eat them. 
c. I wouldn't eat anything.

3. If I were swimming in the ocean
and saw a shark in the water, ___
a. I'd scream and swim in the opposite
direction. 
b. I'd move towards the shark and kick it
in the nose. 
c. I'd try to swim quickly and quietly
away. 

4. If I were hiking and needed to
drink some water, ___
a. I'd drink the water from a river or
lake. 
b. I'd find a stream to get water. 
c. I wouldn't drink any water.

SURVIVAL QUIZ



LISTEN
AGAIN



1. If I were in the mountains and saw
a bear outside its cave, ___
a. I'd run away as fast as possible. 
b. I'd climb the nearest tree. 
c. I'd take a photo. What an
opportunity!

2. If I were on a hike in the rainforest
and ran out of food, ___
a. I'd eat a small animal, like a
tarantula. 
b. I'd find some plants and eat them. 
c. I wouldn't eat anything.

3. If I were swimming in the ocean
and saw a shark in the water, ___
a. I'd scream and swim in the opposite
direction. 
b. I'd move towards the shark and kick it
in the nose. 
c. I'd try to swim quickly and quietly
away. 

4. If I were hiking and needed to
drink some water, ___
a. I'd drink the water from a river or
lake. 
b. I'd find a stream to get water. 
c. I wouldn't drink any water.

SURVIVAL QUIZ



CHECK YOUR
WORK.



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





NEXT



Listening Task

Let’s read the
sentences from the 



If I were in the mountains
and saw a bear outside
its cave, I’d climb the

nearest tree.

#1



If I were on a hike in the
rainforest and ran out of
food, I‘d eat small animal

like tarantula.

#2



If I were swimming in the
ocean and saw a shark in
the water, I‘d try to swim

quickly and quietly.

#3



If I were hiking and
needed to drink some

water, I‘d find a stream
to get water.

#4



NOW, 
IT'S YOUR 

TURN.



each sentence
Read

loud and clear.



If I were in the mountains
and saw a bear outside
its cave, I’d climb the

nearest tree.

#1



If I were on a hike in the
rainforest and ran out of
food, I‘d eat small animal

like tarantula.

#2



If I were swimming in the
ocean and saw a shark in
the water, I‘d try to swim

quickly and quietly.

#3



If I were hiking and
needed to drink some

water, I‘d find a stream
to get water.

#4





SECOND CONDITIONAL
SENTENCES 

We use this kind of
sentence to talk about

IMPOSSIBLE or VERY
UNLIKELY SITUATIONS. 



If animals could talk, what would they tell us?

I would visit the planet Mars if I had my own spaceship.

SECOND CONDITIONAL SENTENCES 
 IMPOSSIBLE or VERY

UNLIKELY SITUATIONS. 

2 PARTS

main clauseif clause

main clause if clause



TRY THIS
Let's !



Lesson 
Companion

Click the



ACTIVITY
FORMING SENTENCES



answers.
Write down your





1. If you had a daughter, 
2. I would speak perfect English 
3. Your computer wouldn't do strange things 
4. If you told people about your website, 
5. What would you do today 
6. If I wrote a book, 

          a. it would be much more popular.
          b. it would be about my childhood.
          c. if you weren't at work? 
          d. if I came from the U.S.
          e. what would you name her? 
           f. if it didn't have a virus.

___
___
___
___
___
___

Match the two parts to make second conditional sentences



CHECK YOUR
WORK.



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





GO TO

PART 3



PART 3



!REMEMBER



SECOND CONDITIONAL
SENTENCES 

Making 

PATTERN:

If + past tense, 
could/ would + base form 

of the verb



SECOND CONDITIONAL
SENTENCES 

take note:

Instead of was, we often use
'were' in the if clause with

I/he/she/it

If I were you, I would surely take ithe offer.
If he were a little taller, the pants would fit him.



SPEAKING
TASK



QUESTION.

Question.

Question.



SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



loud

Say

clear.

your answers



______________________________

If you could fly, where would
you go?

ANSWER:



Example :



If I could fly, I
would go to Paris
to visit the Eiffel

Tower.



NOW, 
IT'S YOUR 

TURN.



______________________________

If you could fly, where would
you go?

ANSWER: If I could ______, I would _____.





______________________________

If you could travel to the
future, what would you do?

ANSWER:



______________________________

If you could travel to the
future, what would you do?

ANSWER: If I could ______, I would _____.





______________________________

If animals could talk, what
would they tell us?

ANSWER:



______________________________

If animals could talk, what
would they tell us?

ANSWER:





______________________________

If you could be a bee for a
day, what would you do?

ANSWER:



______________________________

If you could be a bee for a
day, what would you do?

ANSWER:





______________________________

If you could make your own
honey, what would you do?

ANSWER:



______________________________

If you could make your own
honey, what would you do?

ANSWER:







 ASSESSMENT
UNIT



SPEAKING
TASK

(see next slide)



Make a self-video
recording  while

answering the 5 guide
questions given.

Direction:

Send your outputs thru  
 NPRU- LMS.    



Form Second
Conditional Sentences

accurately.

REMEMBER:



1. If you were to change your name, what name would you
choose?
2. If you were to go back in time, which year would you stay in?
3. If you could go on a date with anyone in the world, who would
that person be?
4. If you could make one change to the world, what change would
you make?
5. If you were the best in the world at something, what would you
like to be the best at?

 "IF" LIFE QUESTIONS5



HOMEWORK :

Click on the 
Google Form 
provided



UNIT 6
Risks and Experiences
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LESSONS
SUPPLEMENTARY

Need more
practice?



Click on the 
Activity Sheet:

SUPPLEMENTARY TASKS



Present Perfect Tense



TABLE
COMPLETE THE



answers.
Write down your



BASE FORM SIMPLE PAST PAST
PARTICIPLE

PRESENT PERFECT
TENSE

Ex: take took taken has/ have taken

1 be been

2 cry cried

3 drove

4 ate

5 break





BASE FORM SIMPLE PAST PAST
PARTICIPLE

PRESENT PERFECT
TENSE

Ex: take took taken has/ have taken

6 live

7 walked

8 speak

9 sung

10 stop



CHECK YOUR
WORK.





Click on the 
Activity Sheet:

SUPPLEMENTARY TASKS



Second Conditional Sentences



ACTIVITY
IDENTIFYING MAIN CLAUSE

& IF CLAUSE



If you could fly, where would you go?
If you could travel to the future, what would
you do?
If I could have one superpower, I would
choose the power to be invisible.
I would definitely hide inside my house if I
saw a bear in the neighborhood.

1.
2.

3.

4.

DIRECTION:  Underline the main clause. Box the    if clause.

SECOND CONDITIONAL SENTENCES 



Let's check your
work.






